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Starting from a principle of large deviations for the empirical field of a Gibbs measure, we prove a 
conditional limit theorem for one-dimensional Gibbs measures. Given that the empirical field lies in a 
subset of probability measures, the conditional Gibbs measures converge in some sense to the entropy 
minimizing measures of this subset. 
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1. Introduction 
Let S be a finite set, let R := Sz and let 19, be the shift by i on 0. The empirical 
field is defined by 
where 6 is the Dirac measure on a. If the underlying probability measure P on 0 
is a Gibbs measure, we have a principle of large deviations with specific entropy 
as rate function, cf. [6, lo], i.e., the probability that the empirical field R, lies in a 
subset of measures fl equals approximately exp( -( n + 1)h (17 1 P)), where h (II 1 P) 2 
0 is the minimum specific entropy on 17 with respect to P. If U E 17 denotes a 
neighbourhood of the entropy minimizing measures of II, an easy calculation yields 
lim P[R,E UlR,~17]=1, 
“-CC 
i.e., if we know that the empirical field lies in II, then it lies with high probability 
in a neighbourhood of the entropy minimizing measures of l7. From this, the 
conjecture arises that P[ 1 R, E I71 converges in some sense to the entropy minimizing 
measures of n, a so-called minimum entropy principle. 
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Following Bolthausen and Schmock [ 11, we consider the slightly modified ‘cyclic’ 
empirical field L,. Provided that the entropy minimizing measure P* of 17 is unique, 
we show that the probability of an event A under the condition that L, E II is 
approximately the probability of A under the entropy minimizing measure P* if 
the distance between the coordinates which A depends upon and 0 and n is large 
(Theorem 5.1). If P is assumed to be a product measure, we get the more general 
result that the cluster points of the conditional probabilities P[ 1 L, E I71 lie in the 
closed convex hull of the entropy minimizing measures of II (Theorem 6.1). 
By projection of the empirical field on one and two coordinates, we obtain as 
corollaries results from Csiszar, Cover and Choi [3] on the minimum entropy 
principle for the empirical distribution of product measures and Markov chains, 
respectively. Further results dealing with the empirical distribution can be found in 
papers of Csiszar [2] and Bolthausen and Schmock [ 11. Regarding Gibbs measures 
with respect to a stationary, absolutely summable interaction potential (not assuming 
(4.4)), Georgii [8, Theorem 2.31 obtained results about averaged conditional Gibbs 
distributions and conditional Gibbs distributions with periodic boundary conditions 
that are related to our Theorem 6.1. 
2. Notations 
Let S be a non-empty, finite set, topologized by the discrete topology, and define 
R := S” = {o : Z + S}. 0 is a compact, metric space with respect to the product 
topology. Let 9 be the Bore1 o-field on 0, and let A,(0) be the compact, metric 
space of all probability measures on (0, 9), topologized by weak convergence. 
For each i E Z we denote by Xi: f2 + S the projection on the ith coordinate, i.e., 
X,(w):=w(i).For V~Z,X,:n+S”isdefinedbyX,(o)(i):=w(i),andforo~fl 
we abbreviate wv := X,(w). Furthermore, 9, denotes the sub-a-field of 9generated 
by Xv. 
For finite subsets V s Z let 1 VI denote the cardinality of V The set of all non-empty, 
finite subsets of Z is denoted by v The diameter of V G Z is defined by diam( V) := 
supijt ,,li -jl. For n EN, we denote (0,. . . , n) by V,,. 
For each i E Z we define the shif tIi: 0 + 0 by &(w)(j):= w(i+j). We denote 
by A;(0) the set of all stationary measures on 0, i.e., At(n) := 
{PEAZ,(~)\V~EZ: P= PO&‘}. &(fl) is a compact, convex subspace of A,(0). 
For l7 c A:(n) the closure is denoted by cl(n) and the interior (with respect to 
the relative topology on A:(0)) by int(II). 
Besides the usual shift 0, we need a ‘cyclic’ shift T. For n E N, let rfi : f2 + f2 denote 
the n-periodic continuation on 0, defined by r,(w)(i) := w(i(mod n + 1)). For each 
i E Z the n-cyclic shift TL : 0 + R is defined by Ta := 8, 0 nn. We also need analogous 
functions with domain or image Sya, respectively. Therefore, let E,, : SYz + 0 be 
defined by &,,(&)(i):=w(i(modn+l)), and ?“~:S~~+S~~ by 
?;:=xv,,+7;,. (2.1) 
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3. Gibbs measures and large deviations 
The empiricaljeld R, : f2 + h!,(f2) is defined by 
R(w):=~iIV~, Se,(,) (HEN), 
where S E &,(a) is the Dirac measure on a. 
We define the n-cyclic empiricaljeld, L, : Cl+ A,(O), by 
Note that the n-cyclic empirical field is 9\,,,- measurable and stationary: L, (w ) E 
A’; (0) for all o E 0. Furthermore, there is a ‘local version’ i,, : S v,, + Ju, (0) defined 
by L”,:=R,+,. 
Our results will be based on a principle of large deviations for the cyclic empirical 
field of a Gibbs measure. Therefore, we need some preliminary definitions. 
An interaction potential U is a family of functions ( U,) vc I’, where U,, : 0 + R is 
%,.,-measurable for all VE Y and 1 WE r : Vn Wftil U,(w)1 -c co for all w E 0. 
An interaction potential U is called stationary, if U,(w) = Ui+,(O;‘(w)) for all 
VET, WEO and all iEZ. 
A measure P E A,(Q) is a Gibbs measure with respect to U, if for all VE T, W E S” 
j = L IXVI(~) = (Zv,(~))~’ exp(-E,(& (7)) P-a.s., (3.1) 
and all 7 E 0, 
P[XI, 
where 
Ev(G Id:= c Uw(G A 77Y’L 
Wc7’: Vn W#M 
and 
-G(77):= &Fsv ev(-&(; 177)). 
Here 4 A ~“CE 0 is defined by 
3 A vvc( i) := 1 G(i), if iE V, v(i), if iE V’. 
Under the assumption, that a stationary potential U satisfies 
c I&I<9 
OE VF V” 
(3.2) 
where ( Uv/ := sup,,,1 U,(w)l, th ere exists a (not necessarily unique) stationary Gibbs 
measure, see [7, (4.23), (5.16)]. 
For example, stationary product measures, i.e., P = BiEZ p for some positive (i.e., 
the only null set is the empty set) p E A,(S), satisfy (3.2). (Take U{,) = -log p(Xi) 
for the one-element sets and zero otherwise.) Another example is a stationary Markov 
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chain with positive one-dimensional marginal distribution and positive transition 
kernel, see [7, (3.5)]. 
The relative entropy of Q E J%,(O) with respect to PEA,(O) on VE Y is defined 
by 
Q[X, = &] . log Q'xv='I 
P[Xv = C-z] ’ 
if Q<< p on 9 
v’ (3.3) 
otherwise. 
If PE Ad;(fi) is a stationary Gibbs measure with respect to a stationary potential 
satisfying (3.2) and Q E A;(n), then the speci$c relative entropy of Q with respect 
to P is defined by 
The limit exists, see [5, (4.25)] or [7, (15.30)], and h ( 1 P) is a lower semi-continuous 
function on As(n), see [6, (2.16)] or [7, (15.39)]. Furthermore, h( ) P) is affine, see 
[7, (15.39)]. 
To simplify notation, we denote for II c J@;(O), 
inf h(QIP), if n#@, 
h(Iz 1 P):= Otr7 
00, if 17 = 0. 
Relative entropy plays the role of a ‘rate function’ in the following principle of 
large deviations. 
Theorem 3.1. Let P E A;(O) be a stationary Gibbs measure on 0 with respect to a 
stationary potential U satisfying (3.2). Then for all IZ s &q(n), 
lim_stp h log P[ L, E cl(n)] =G - h(cl(17) 1 P), 
. . 
h;~f&logP[L,,tint(ll)]b-h(int(fl)lP). 
Proof. See [lo, (5.3)]; or [6, (3.3)] (with the remark that L, converges Q-a.s. to Q 
for every ergodic Q) and [6, (4.14)]. 0 
4. A formula for the conditional probability 
We are going to develop a formula which permits the calculation of the conditional 
probability P[ 1 L,]. The following Lemma 4.1 is a straightforward generalization 
of [l, (4.2)], which was stated for Markov chains. 
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Lemma 4.1. Let P E JZ%,( 0) a probability measure on fl and n E N. Let (P,, : Sya + (0,~) 
be a ?,,-invariant function, i.e., (P,, 0 ?a = (P,,, iEZ, and fn: S’r+ (0, CO) such that 
P[X,, = C;] = q,,(G) .fn(&) for all 6 ES”,. Then for all Ac S”j, 
P[Xv,? E A 1 Ll = 
I [X,,,rA] fn o xv,, dL 
hi o Xv, dL ’ 
Remark. The assumptions in Lemma 4.1 only mean that the density of P 0 Xi,: with 
respect to counting measure on S v,, in positive. Then the conditional probability 
P[ ( L,] 1 T+,,z depends on fn only but not on the fn-invariant part (P,,. Furthermore, 
there is a formula to calculate it explicitly. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Let n E RJ. The L,-measurability of the right side is clear. Now 
let C E o(L,). Since P is positive on a(L,) E 9,,, all versions of the conditional 
probability are equal. Hence, we have to prove 
&[z,Xv,,~A]‘zCl=EP 1 C . 
Since C is 9,,-measurable, (4.1) reduces to 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
where E[ ] is the expectation with respect to P 0 XV,:. 
Let P be the counting measure on S” and I?[ *I:= j . d2 Since (Pi and fn are 
positive, P 0 Xi,: and F are mutually absolutely continuous with 
d(P o Xi,:) 
d@ 
=(Pn.fn. 
With this, we transform (4.2) into an expectation with respect to 
E[zA ’ zX,,,(C)l = E[~n ‘fn ’ lA ’ zX,,JC)l. 
density 
P: 
C E a( L,) is T,-invariant, i.e., ( Tk)-‘( C) = C for all i E 22, because L, is T’-invariant. 
Now the ?,,-invariance of F, (P,, and Xv,,(C) yields 
. (4.3) 
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By ?,,-invariance of (P,,, IX,,,(cj _ 
* 
and L,, these are a( T,)-measurable. We retransform 
(4.3) by 
thus 
=E E[(~)-‘I~~l.I,“,,,~~. 
[ I 
W~A)~X~,,~~, . 1 
By setting A = S”,l, we determine E[(fn)-’ 1 fn], which is independently from A, as 
(JL 0 xv,, din)-‘, which yields the assertion. 0 
From now on, let P E A’;(O) be a stationary Gibbs measure with respect to a 
stationary potential U satisfying 
C diam(V). [U,[<CO. (4.4) 
OE vc I- 
Clearly (4.4) yields (3.2), hence Theorem 3.1 holds. We mention that (4.4) implies 
that P is unique, cf. [7, (8.41)]. Now we calculate the functions (P,, andf, of Lemma 
4.1. First let 
A,:={VE~~V~V,#~;~~<O:~EV}, 
B,,:={VEY’IVnV,,#& VnV’,#O; V&A,,}, 
and for r=1,2,..., 
AL:={VEA, Idiam(V)sr}, Bk := { V E B, ( diam( V) G r}. 
Note that there are the inclusions 
diam( V) diam( VI 
4,~ U 
“tV~~ g {v+i), 
Kc U 
“tVE’v ,g {V+n+i)- 
(4.5) 
Let n EN and 6 E S’a. Then by (3.1), 
f’[X, = ;I = 
I 
P[Xv,, = 6 IXv,lW dJ’(T) = ati&) ._A,(&), 
where (P,, is defined by 
q,(W):= exp - c 
Mf vc_ v,, 
or "CA:; 
and fn is defined by 
L(O):= exp ( vFA,f W;.(;))) 
n 
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Since (3.2) holds, (o,, andf, are positive, and by (2.1) (P,, is fn’,-invariant. Hence the 
assumptions of Lemma 4.1 are fulfilled. 
Now we want to approximate fn by a suitable function f:, depending only on 
the coordinates X0,. . . , X,_, and Xn-r+l,. . . , X,,. For r = 1,2,. . . and 6 E S”r let 
fk be defined by 
AX;):= exp( E:, U,(i(G))) 
. - l$ , WC; A rlv:) dP(v). 
“sA,,uB., > 
By definition of A: and BL, fi is a(Xo,. . . , Xr_,, X+,+,, . . .,X,)-measurable, 
hence there exists a function f: : S*‘+ (0,~) with 
f;(Xo(w),. . . , K(o), Lr+,(W), . . . , x?(w)) =fXXv,,(w)), 
for all w E a. 
Lemma 4.2. For F > 0 there exists r, E N such that -for all r 2 r,, all n 2 2r and all 
(3 E s \:T) 
exp(-3s) Gfn(G)/fL(G) < exp(3.5). 
Proof. Let E > 0. By (4.4) we can choose r,, E N such that, for all r 2 r,, 
O,E,, diam(V)IUvI<e. 
ciiamc V)>r 
The stationarity of U and (4.5) imply that 
(4.6) 
c &(;A rlv:,)- T 
“~&u&r 
, K4;A 77”:) 
VtA,,uB,, 
~2 ,,C_ diam(WI&/<% 
diam( V)>r 
and, similarly, 
for all &? E SYr and n E 0. These two estimations show that 
exp(-3s)fL(&) Gfn(&) C exp(3s)fi(&), 
for all (3 E SYa. 0 
To simplify the notation, we will identify S”” and S’+“h for all k E N and r E Z. 
Furthermore, we define f: :=fi(Xr,. . . , X2r_, , X0,. . . , X,_,) : R + (0, ~0). 
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Lemma 4.3. For all E > 0 there exists r0 E N such that, for all r > rO, all n 3 rO, all 
k<n-randallAzSVh, 
WQA~LI- 
5 lx,+v,~Al~.f:, dLn <exp(6s) _ 1. 
jfXL . 
Proof. Lemma 4.1 shows that 
The estimate is a result of Lemma 4.2 and a transformation of the integrals by Ti, 
using that L, is T,,-invariant. 0 
Lemma 4.4. There exists a constant C < ~0 such that for all r E N and all n 2 2r 
;Ff”,, IfXW&~~.,I IfllG)l s c. 
Proof. Choose r E N and n 2 2r. Using the stationarity of U and (4.5), it follows that 
and 
for all 3 E Svfj and r) E 0. Condition (4.4) implies that D < ~0. The lemma now 
follows with C := exp(6D). Cl 
5. The limit theorem 
For our limit Theorem 5.1, we need a mixing condition on the entropy minimizing 
measure. 
Q E A,( a) is said to be mixing, if for all A, B E 9, 
,:;F~ Q[A n K’W = Q[AlQ[Bl. 
Theorem 5.1. Let P E &i(0) be the unique Gibbs measure with respect to a stationary 
potential U satisfying (4.4), and let IT c d;(0) with 
h(int(lT) I P) = h(cl(I7)I P) <co. (5.1) 
Assume that there is a unique P” E l7 with minimum entropy in cl(n), i.e., 
QEC~(ZI)A~(Q~P)=~(~~(LT)~P) e Q=P*. 
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If, in addition, P* is mixing, then for all c E N, 
Vc>O 3k,EN Vk?=k, Yn,=n,(s,k)EN ‘dnsn, VAsS”‘: 
IP[X,+v, EAIL,EII]-P*[XV<~A]I<s. 
Remark. Theorem 5.1 could be seen as convergence of the conditional probability 
P[ IL, E I71 to entropy minimizing measure P” in the following way. Let CEN 
and let (Q), k E N, &k > 0 be a sequence converging to zero. Choose a lk larger than 
k, derived in Theorem 5.1, corresponding to E k. After modification of (&k) we could 
assume that 1, = k. Then, choose nk, larger than no= nO(Ek, k) from Theorem 5.1. 
Theorem 5.1 now yields for all As Svc : 
lim P[xk+v, E A/L,, E II] = P*[X, E A]. 
k-m 
Roughly spoken, the probability of an 9,,-measurable event A under the condition 
that L, E Ii’ is approximately the probability of A under the entropy minimizing 
measure P” if the distance of V c V,, to the boundary of V, is large. This relationship 
can be seen as a ‘minimum entropy principle’. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let c E N and E > 0. Choose r, from (4.6) and fix r 2 r,. Since 
P” is mixing, for all A c S”c and all B s S”zr-1 there exists kl,, EN such that for 
all k> k”, B 
I&Xv_ E B, X k+r+V, E Al - p*[x,+ E W’*[X, E Al1 < E. (5.2) 
Let k0 := sup { ki,B 1 A c S “e ; B G S “zr+l }. k, is finite because S, c and r are finite. 
Now fix some k 2 k,. Let 
u,,k(P*) is an open subset of J!‘;(o). 
The inclusion 27 s cl(n) yields h( UzJP*) n II 1 P) 2 h( Us,,(P*) n cl(n) I P), 
and as the lower semi-continuous function h( I P) attains its infimum on the compact 
set u’,,k( P*) n cl(n), it follows 
h( u’,,,(p*)nCl(n)IP)> h(cl(II)IP). (5.3) 
By (5.1), Theorem 3.1 yields n, E N such that P[ L, E II] > 0 for all n 2 n, . Applying 
(5.1), Theorem 3.1 and (5.3), we receive 
lim sup 1 log P[ L, E u$,k( P*) n n ( L, e n] 
n+‘x PI 
p[L, E u’,,k(p*) n cl(n)l 
P[L E fll > 
log P[ L, E u:,k( P*) n cl(n)] - 
G -h( C&( P*) n cl(n) I P) + h(U ( P) 
< 0. 
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Hence we can choose no = n,( E, k) 3 max (n, , k + c) such that 
P[L,E U:,k(P*)nnlL,d7<E (nsn,). (5.4) 
Now we can calculate the inequality asserted. For all n 2 n, and all A E S, , 
IP[&+, E A 1 L E nl- P*[X, E Ali 
sP[X,++AlL,+ U:,,(P*)nl7]l’[L,~ U$,,(P*)n17IL,dI] 
+IP[X,+V~EAIL,E ~,,d~*)nW=‘[L~ &D’*)~~/LE~I 
- P*[Xv, E AlI 
<~E+IIP[X~+~, EAIL,E LI,~,(P*)nl7]-P*[X,~ EA]I. 
The second summand of (5.5) will be estimated by Lemma 4.3. 
IP[&+, E A I L E U,,dp*) n nl- p*[X, E Ali 
(5.5) 
= P[&+, E Al Ll W 1 L, E U,,,(P*) n fll- P*[X, E Al 
+exp (6~) - 1 
I cx~+r+v,t~~fi dP* - 
s 1: dP” 
dP[ I L, E &(P*) n nl 
Lxh+y+v,ta] f; dP* 
j f; dP* 
- P*[X, E A] 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
+exp (6~) - 1. (5.8) 
Using L, E U,,,(P*) and Lemma 4.4, it follows that 
In particular, this estimate holds for A = Sk+r+y. If O<XS y and O<x* s y* as 
well as lx -x*1 s cCy* and Iy - y*( s Ecy*, then Ix/y -x*/y*/ s 2&C. Therefore, 
(5.6) is bounded by ~EC. 
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To estimate (5.7), we must use the assumption that P* is mixing. Combining (5.2) 
and the FvzY-_ ,-measurability of fi, we derive 
I! 
7: dP*- P*[X,+,+, E A] f:, dP* G E. suplf;I, 
[XL+,+, iA1 I I 
and as P” is stationary, in particular P*[ X k+r+V, E A] = P*[X, E A] holds, this yields 
J Xrr+r+v, GA] f:, dP* _ p*,x 
J j-l; dP” V‘ 
E Al ~ F. supIf; 
Jf; dP*<” ‘. (5.9) 
In all, we get from (SS), (5.6), (5.8) and (5.9), 
~P[X~+v,~A~L,~~]-P*[Xv~~A]~~2e+2C~+exp(6~)-1+C~, 
and as C is bounded, this yields the assertion. 0 
6. Special cases 
If P is a stationary product measure, we can derive another limit theorem. As a 
special case, we get results already proven in [3]. 
Let p E A,(S) be a positive measure and define 
Obviously Lemma 4.1 holds with fn = 1, hence P[ 1 L,] = L, on %v,, for all n EN. 
Now take a closed subset 17 c J!;(n) satisfying (5.1) and denote r the set of entropy 
minimizing measures of n, i.e., r := {Q E 17 I h( Q 1 P) = h(ZZ I P)}. We do not make 
any assumptions on lY As h( ) P) is lower semi-continuous and affine, r is closed 
and non-empty, and if in addition 17 is assumed to be convex, then r is convex. 
The conditional probability P[ ) L, E ZI] converges to the entropy minimizing 
measures in the following sense. 
Theorem 6.1. Dejne 5+ := IJnEN 9,, . Then each cluster point of the sequence 
(P[ IL~~lI,++) 1’ les in the closed convex hull of all elements of r, restricted to the 
a-field .F+, i.e., it lies in the closure of {C:=, a,Qi IyF+ I Qi E r, ai 2 0, CF=, CY~ = 1). 
In other words, for all c E N and all e > 0 there exists n,, E N such that for all n 3 n, 
there is Q,, E co&r) such that 
IP[X, E A 1 L E nl - QJX, E 4 < E, 
for all AC Svc. 
Proof. A detailed proof can be found in [9]. Here we only sketch the proof, since 
it is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
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The first part follows from the second by a compactness argument. For the second 
part, we define for a fixed c E N and e > 0 an open neighbourhood of r by 
UF(O := (ju,. Q’E &(fl) sup IQPb, E Bl- QTX”, E BII < & 
c 1 B&S"< 1 
Analogous to (5.4), we choose n, and fix some n z n,. We get Q,, E conv(r) 
as corresponding measure to &Esv” P[X,,=(31L& U,(T)nlT]L&_+ 
conv( U,(r)) c U,(conv(T)). A calculation similar to (5.5) yields the assertion. 0 
Remark. Theorem 6.1 remains true, if we modify the definition of V,, into VE:= 
{-n, . . . , n} and then substitute V,, in all other definitions by V”,. As L:(w) = 
&,(B,‘w) for all w E 0, an analogue of Theorem 6.1 remains valid. 
Now, we consider the empirical distribution e,, : R + A,(S), defined by 
where 6 E Jti,(S) is the Dirac measure on S. The relative entropy H(v~P) of 
YE.&,(S) with respect to PEA,(S) is defined by (3.3). For a closed subset 
A G d,(S), satisfying the entropy condition H(int(A)lp) = H(cl(A)lp) (00, and 
having the unique entropy minimizing measure p*, we can apply Theorem 6.1 to 
derive Theorem lb of [3]. 
Corollary 6.2. For all c E N and all A G S y, 
lim P[X, E A 1 en E A] = Q p*[A]. 
n-3- iL v, 
Proof. For an application of Theorem 6.1, we only have to note that the unique 
entropy minimizing measure of L’ := {Q E &p(n) 1 Q 0 Xc;’ E A} equals BiEL p*, see 
[4, (1X.3.1)]. Condition (5.1) is satisfied because JR,(S) is equipped with the 
topology, coinduced by the projection &t(a) 3 Q ++ QoX,’ E A,(S). 0 
The proof in [3] uses a combinatorial argument, using essentially the finiteness 
of S. Another proof, with slightly different assumptions, can be found in [2]. 
Remark. If we assume P to be a stationary Markov chain with positive one- 
dimensional marginal distribution and positive transition kernel, we could prove a 
result, corresponding to Theorem 3 of [3]. For this, define the second order empirical 
distribution by e(nz)(w) := L,(w) 0 X&) E Ju,(S’). For the definition of the entropy 
see [4, (9.6)], for the structure of the entropy minimizing measures see [4, (1X.3.3)]. 
If the entropy minimizing measure is assumed to be unique and an irreducible, 
aperiodic Markov chain, hence mixing, cf. [4, (A.9.4), (A.9.6)], we can apply 
Theorem 5.1 in the same way as we used Theorem 6.1 in Corollary 6.2 to derive 
the desired result. 
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Remark. It is easy to see that Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 6.2 also hold in higher 
dimensions, i.e., 0 := S”‘, where d is some positive integer, if we remark that 
Theorem 3.1 also holds, cf. [lo]. However, our proof of Theorem 5.1 does not extend 
to the higher-dimensional case. 
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